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An engaging learning tool in the hugely popular puzzle series, which includes I Spy Little Animals, a

colorful board book invites preschoolers to find the hidden cars, trains, and other things on the move

using simple, rhyming clues.
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Age Range: 2 - 3 years

Grade Level: Preschool and up

The brightly colored photographs and simple rhymes of the I Spy books have a perennial appeal, as

does the straightforward task they put before the child: see objects clearly on the left-hand page and

pick them out from the complicated jumble on the right-hand page. The degree of difficulty varies

widely from book to book, and this example from the board-book series is one of the very simplest,

using for its images small areas of detail from the more complex photographs in books like I Spy

Gold Challenger. Here, a 3-year-old is likely to go through the book in minutes, seeing all the

answers very quickly. Some of the later pages up the ante slightly, for example when a cat, shown

in full on the left, is almost completely hidden on the right. This simple interactive board-book is a

good choice for the I Spy beginner. (Baby to 3 years) --Richard Farr

Jean Marzollo has written many award-winning childrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s books, including the acclaimed I



Spy series and HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARTIN LUTHER KING. Jean lives with her husband, Claudio,

in New York StateÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Hudson Valley.Walter Wick is the photographer of the bestselling I

Spy series as well as the author and photographer of the bestselling Can You See What I See?

series. He lives with his wife, Linda, in Connecticut.

My grandson loves to find the wheels in the pictures. He is big into trucks right now and this is a fun

companion book since he really loves to look at books. It seems good for a 3 year old and I will

definitely buy other I Spy books for him.

My 24 month old loves I Spy books. I noticed after 3 different I Spy books that most of the pages are

the same or similar and just ask to find different objects. She still loves it but I wish they would

change it up.

This has been a great tool for our autistic foster child with severe ADHD. It helps him to stay

focused while helping him read and comprehend. It has also helped him to see other things that

would normally blend in, such as finding matching socks in a pile of socks. I highly recommend

these books to for anyone, I enjoy looking at them too!

My two year old class love this book. We spend a lot of time looking for the other things on each

page. It is a great tool to encourage language development.

This is a good book to help develop a child's visual discrimination and language skills. It arrived in

new condition and arrived in a timely manner!

My daughter loves I Spy books and I've made it my mission to get her all of the ones that were my

favorite as a kid. She loves sitting with me and going through them. Even though I studied them

endlessly as a child, they are still fun even as an adult!

This is one of my 3 year old boy's favorite books! He especially loves the page with all the tracks

and the cars. He can stare at that page for several minutes. He will also carry the book around with

him and show people "See the tracks!" And he tells me on a regular basis "I want to bring the tracks

to MY house!" We love all the "I Spy" series, and have several of these books. But this book was of

particular interest to my son. Funnily enough, we only play the I Spy game itself every once in



awhile, but when we do, he is usually interested in playing...but we have to make it last longer than

the book does. The book only has you find about 2 items per page. In this way, I think the book may

be designed for kids slightly younger than my 3 year old. Nevertheless, he loves the cool pictures,

and wants to keep all the cool toys.

Bought this for my 2-year-old. We look for the items the book suggests we find and then we just look

for other things in the pictures. He has a language delay so this is a GREAT book for practicing

words and connecting words and pictures/objects. And of course, it is all about cars, plains, bikes,

etc. which are his favorite things!
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